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PAHNI, Estonia: Design students in Estonia have come up
with a novel way to help nature lovers enjoy the sights and
subtle sounds of their country’s vast and cherished forests.
The group strategically placed three massive loudspeakers in
the heart of a remote woodland in late September to amplify
its murmurs, and hikers are both awestruck and inspired. “It
was tricky to find them, but once we did they were quite
impressive,” says hiker Sten Weidebaum, who brought his kids
along to enjoy the site at the Pahni Nature Centre that skirts
the border with Latvia.

“Their light wood in the dark green forest at first looked
like a UFO landing spot,” he added. “It reminded us to listen to
the sounds of the forest and to pay attention to all other sens-
es as well,” he told AFP, adding that “they also seem to work as
a megaphone for one’s own thoughts.” Asked by university
supervisors to create a “forest library”, the team of design stu-
dents including Birgit Oigus put on their thinking caps.  “I got
the idea to create an audio library,” said the 21-year-old Tallinn
native who dreamt up the woodland loudspeakers.

“It’s a place that reminds us to listen to the sounds of the
forest and take away peace and fresh thoughts,” she told AFP.
According to Hannes Praks, a professor at the Estonian
Academy of Arts who oversaw the project, the installation’s

design creates “a unique merged surround-sound effect”.  “We
placed the three megaphones at such a distance and at a suit-
able angle, so at the centre of the installation, sound feeds
from all three directions,” he told AFP of the whopping mega-
phones, measuring three meters (yards) in diameter.

Culture rooted in nature 
Forests blanket 51 percent of Estonia, a tiny Baltic state of

1.3 million people that is renown for its IT savvy after giving
the world Skype, e-voting, e-residency and, most recently,
TransferWise. Surveys suggest that Estonia is one of the
world’s least religious countries-a 2005 Eurobarometer poll
found just 16 percent believe in God-but many here profess
a deep and abiding love of nature, particularly forests.
Estonian author Valdur Mikita describes the project as a
“slightly exaggerated meeting of nature and culture.” The
Estonian Art Academy’s design quest for a “forest library” was
originally inspired by his book entitled “The Linguistic
Forest”. 

An Estonian bestseller, it explores in an ecstatic and playful
way the deep connection of nature and culture by revealing
how the Estonian language is rooted in nature.  “I have a theo-
ry that the exceptional number of talented composers in

Estonia is the result of the special sense of hearing that origi-
nates from living in the forest,” he told AFP, evoking artists like
Arvo Part, the world’s most performed living composer. Like
nature, music is key to Estonian identity. Here, conductors are
celebrated like rock stars at massive song festivals where up to
30,000 singers perform together on an outdoor stage.

Cosmic forest 
Whimsically dubbed “Mother Nature’s megaphone” by hik-

ers, the installation is made of simple materials like wood and
nails, but mimicking nature, its design is both hi-tech and
geared to creature comfort.  “Materials-wise the installation is
made of larch and the boarding is cut at the correct angle to
amplify the (sound) focussing effect even more,” says Tallinn-
based architect Aet Ader, who mentored students involved in
the project. “We did have to consult an acoustics engineer to
get it right. 

“You can sit down comfortably in each of the megaphones.
Their sides offer support for your back... and frame the sky on
one side and moss and blueberries on the other,” she told AFP.
“It’s an extremely symbolic reference to the sense of hearing
and to the process of listening ... it might be enough to inspire
people to listen to the cosmos of the forest.”— AFP

Colombia’s last 

nomadic tribe in despair

at loss of culture

SAN JOSE DEL GUAVIARE, Colombia: Born into the last
known nomadic tribe in Colombia, Joaquin Niijbe spent his
boyhood roaming the jungle and hunting monkeys. His life
changed dramatically 10 years ago when his tribe was forced
off its rainforest reserve by the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (FARC) rebel group. Now 27 and a leader of the
Nukak Maku tribe, he has seen the clash with the modern
world and the loss of ancestral homelands that were his forefa-
thers’ for thousands of years, drive many to alcoholism, drug
abuse and even suicide.

Since emerging from the jungle in 2005, half naked and car-
rying blowpipes, the Nukak have lived in settlements near the
frontier town of San Jose del Guaviare, a humid outpost in the
Amazon 400 km (250 miles) southeast of the capital Bogota.
“We’re losing our culture. In our lands we have everything we
need, fruit trees, fish, animals. Our territory is like our mother.
The spirits who protect and defend us are there,” said Niijbe,
standing near one of the seven settlements, Agua Bonita.

“In my heart there’s been a lot of sadness because our chil-
dren don’t learn about our culture.” The Nukak first made con-
tact with the outside world in 1988 one of the last of
Colombia’s 102 tribes to do so. Disease has killed more than
half of them since then, and they now number only about 500.
They are just one of 34 indigenous groups at risk of extinction
in Colombia, forced to flee their lands by warring factions in
the country’s 51-year conflict. “I’ve seen the Nukak cry,” said
local mayor Geovanny Gomez.  “I’ve seen them demand (a)
return to their territory. Many of them see, and are aware, that
they are losing the real Nukak.”

Rupture
At Agua Bonita, an area of lush farmland set aside by the

government for the 80 Nukak who live here, the collapse of the
tribe’s traditional way of life is palpable. Corrugated zinc has
replaced palm-leaf roofs, the village is strewn with litter, music
blaring from the radio has driven out Nukak songs, and fizzy
drinks and government food aid have replaced the staple diet
of forest berries and monkey meat. Government medical mis-
sions to Nukak settlements to treat malnutrition and respirato-
ry diseases are replacing traditional doctors.

Nukak men now face a two-week trek through rainforest to
find monkeys, so they are hunting less. These days they are
more likely to play football or loll in their hammocks, while old-
er women and children walk barefoot to town to sell the
bracelets and baskets they weave. The move to settlements
has forced the Nukak to grapple with once alien concepts like
borders, private property and money.

Such rapid change has produced anxiety and stress, along
with a deep sense of loss they find hard to handle. “When we
live on our lands we get knowledge. Now we don’t.  It’s getting
lost,” said Niijbe, who now wears jeans, has a mobile phone and
speaks Spanish. Luis Fernando Arias, head of the National
Indigenous Organization of Colombia (ONIC), said mental ill-
ness stemmed from a lack of balance and harmony between
heart and mind.

“When there’s a rupture, a disconnect, a break away from
our spiritual lands, the heart is in one place and the mind in
another. That’s the reality the Nukak face, which causes what
you would call depression,” said Arias from the Kankuamo tribe.
The Nukak used to move on every 10 days or so, moving with
the seasons, crossing vast stretches of jungle terrain and
snaking rivers in search of food. “The Nukak are now sedentary,
which implies a different connection and relationship with the
land and how they live.  This causes uncertainty and emotional
instability,” said Arias.

Suicide
In extreme cases, the stress caused by displacement has

driven members of the Nukak to suicide. In 2006, the tribe’s
then leader, Mow be, committed suicide using barbasco, a poi-
sonous potion made from tropical plants. “He hoped his peo-
ple would be helped and they could return to the jungle. He
spoke at the Constitutional Court about the Nukak’s plight. But
nothing happened,” said Arias. “Others like him feel impotent,
powerless to solve the problems their people face, and have
taken their own life,” he said, adding that at least eight more
suicides have been reported among the Nukak since then.

Niijbe, however, said suicide was a feature of the Nukak way
of life before the tribe was uprooted: “I think it’s in our culture
that allows one to kill oneself. This existed before.”

The Nukak are polygamous and once lived in small groups
in the jungle. But now in the settlements they are clustered in
large groups of up to 100, straining community and family ties.
“We argue a lot. Couples and families fight,” said Mayerli Katua,
a mother of two living in Agua Bonita. Survival International
says mental health is an issue for any indigenous tribe dispos-
sessed of its lands.—Reuters

Deep in Estonia’s woods, Mother

Nature gets a megaphone

PAHNI, ESTONIA: Some of a group of interior architecture students who have built
king-size wooden loudspeakers pose inside them in the woods. — AFP photos

PAHNI, ESTONIA: A group of interior architecture students who have built king-size
wooden loudspeakers installs them in the woods.

Endangered fur

seals dying on

California coast

LOS ANGELES: Eighty fur seals have been found stranded
or dead on California’s coast so far this year, eight times
more than normal, scientists said Tuesday. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said 42 of the
seals were found dead and the remainder were found alive
but half-starving. The NOAA said it was declaring an
Unusual Mortality Event in light of the strandings and
deaths, a designation that allows for more federal funds to
be allocated for the threatened species. Teneya Norris, of
the Marine Mammal Center which is caring for some of the
animals, attributed the strandings to changes in the avail-
ability of food due to ocean-warming trends.

“These stranded animals are just the tip of the iceberg
in terms of animals affected by the unusually warm water
temperatures we’ve been seeing off the coast,” Norris said.
The fur seals were nearly brought to extinction in the late
1800s because of hunting and today about 10,000 remain.
They breed almost exclusively on Guadalupe Island, off the
Mexican coast, and little is known about the species. In
2013, the NOAA also sounded the alarm on California’s sea
lions after hundreds became stranded along the coast.

Norris said while the number of fur seals stranded is sig-
nificantly lower than the 1,300 sea lions rescued this year,
the influx was distressing. “While these numbers might not
sound like a lot, for a threatened species it’s actually a big
warning sign that we need to pay attention to what’s hap-
pening in our oceans,” she said. — AFP

WASHINGTON: New York City faces an increased risk
of flooding, similar to what occurred during
Superstorm Sandy in 2012, as global warming causes
more frequent storms and sea levels to rise, scientists
said. Researchers reported that mega-storms on
America’s northeast coast could begin occurring
every 25 years or so, compared to every 500 years
before industrialization, in a study out Tuesday. And
the scientists pegged the blame on global warming
from greenhouse gas emissions caused by human
activity.

The research was carried out by studying marine
sediment and computer models that allowed the
researchers to observe the frequency and power of
hurricanes in the North Atlantic from the year 850
to 1800. The researchers were then able to com-
pare those results with data from 1970-2005,
according to the study in the latest edition of the
Proceedings of the American Academy of Sciences
(PNAS). The researchers concluded that the storm
surge, or rise of water caused by a storm, was on
average four feet (1.24 meters) higher during the
recent 30-year period, compared with the nearly
1,000-year period.

This, they said, was primarily the result of rising sea

level. “Sea level is rising because of climate change,”
said Michael Mann, a co-author of the study and pro-
fessor of meteorology at Penn State University. “But
climate change also appears to be leading to larger
and more intense tropical storms,” he added. The
flooding caused by Sandy was the result of several
factors: rising ocean levels, high tide and especially
the storm’s overall size, the researchers said.

“We wanted to look at the impact of climate
change on sea level and storm characteristics to see
how that has affected the storm surge on the Atlantic
coast, specifically in New York City,” said Andra Reed, a
graduate student in meteorology at Penn State and
the study’s lead author. “Sandy was the motivating
factor,” she said. The superstorm, which devastated
swaths of New York and New Jersey when it struck on
October 30, 2012, killed 132 people and caused bil-
lions of dollars in damage.

A large number of road and subway tunnels were
flooded after storm waters breached Manhattan’s
southern tip at Battery Park. In late August, NASA sci-
entists said that sea levels were rising around the
world, and the latest satellite data suggests that three
feet (one meter) or more is unavoidable in the next
100-200 years. — AFP

New York City at greater flood

risk amid global warming 


